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Providing pervasive
intelligence for a fully
connected, intelligent world
Despite two AI winters when funding and interest in AI research reduced sharply,
AI has never stopped advancing. However, we can't fully unleash its value unless we
define its positioning.
AI is a combination of technologies that together form a new general purpose
technology (GPT), as much as the wheel, railways, and electricity were in their time.
AI will help us find more efficient solutions to problems we’ve already fixed, help us
solve problems that are as yet unsolved, and reduce costs through automation – one
of AI’s most valuable characteristics.
Although AI will change every industry, its adoption is still in its early stages:
only 4 percent of enterprises have invested in or deployed AI; just 5 percent of smart
city implementations are using AI; and the supply and demand ratio of AI talent
worldwide is only 1 percent.
Nevertheless, the gaps are the driving forces that will push the industry forward.
And to close these gaps, we need the right tech, talent, and industry ecosystem.
That's why Huawei announced its AI strategy and its full-stack, all-scenario AI
portfolio at HUAWEI CONNECT 2018 – a portfolio that can provide abundant and
affordable computing power for all.
By "all-scenario", we mean all deployment scenarios for AI, including public
clouds, private clouds, edge computing in all forms, industrial IoT devices, and
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consumer devices. By "full-stack", we mean the functionality of our technology – our
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portfolio includes chips, chip enablement, a training and inference framework, and
Our AI strategy is to invest in basic research and talent development, promote

or transmitted in any form or by any means

a full-stack, all-scenario AI portfolio, and foster an open global ecosystem. We will
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continue to explore how to improve management and efficiency with AI. In the
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telecom sector, we aim to adopt SoftCOM AI to make network O&M more efficient.
In the consumer market, HiAI will infuse intelligence into consumer devices, making

information purpose only, and provided

them smarter than ever. Huawei Cloud EI public cloud services and FusionMind

“as is”. Except as required by applicable

private cloud solutions will provide abundant and affordable computing power for
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all organizations – especially businesses and governments – and help them use AI
with greater ease. Our portfolio will also include an AI acceleration card, AI server, AI
appliance, and many other products.
Huawei is committed to working closely with our customers, partners, and
academia to grow together, promote pervasive AI, and ultimately build a fully
connected, intelligent world.

or consequential damages, or lost profits,
business, revenue, data, goodwill or
anticipated savings arising out of or in
connection with any use of this document.

Eric Xu,
Huawei Rotating Chairman
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Driving AI to
new horizons
with an all-scenario native,
full-stack solution

By Dang Wenshuan
Huawei Chief Strategy Architect

At HUAWEI CONNECT 2018, Huawei Rotating Chairman Eric Xu announced Huawei's AI
strategy and full-stack, all-scenario AI portfolio. Here we take a detailed look at what
the strategy involves and the features and benefits of each of the solutions.
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H

uawei's AI portfolio

is unique and equally important, we

and pre-integrated solutions.

includes four layers:

set out with the goal of providing

Ascend, CANN,

This article will set out the purposes,

the best performance at minimal

MindSpore, and the

architectures, key technologies,

cost in any scenario. However, this

Application Enablement layer.

products, and services of Huawei's

wasn’t an easy task. The required

Ascend is a series of AI IP and

full-stack AI portfolio's four layers

compute performance for different

chipsets based on unified and

from the bottom up.

deployment scenarios might range

scalable architecture. There are

from 20 MOPS for headphones to 20

Ascend layer

TOPS for IP cameras, to 200 TOPS for

chip operator library and highly

Ascend is the IP and chipset layer

over 10 million times. Equally, power

automated operator development

and the foundation of the full-stack

budgets might range from 1mW to

toolkit. MindSpore is a unified

solution. It aims to provide optimal

over 200W – a dynamic range of

training and inference framework

performance at minimal cost for all

over 200,000 times. Expected model

that supports device, edge, and

scenarios.

sizes could range from as small as

five chips in the series: Max, Mini,
Lite, Tiny, and Nano. CANN is a

cloud, which is a dynamic range of

cloud (both standalone and

10 KB to more than 300 MB. And

collaborative). The Application

Organizations tend to choose different as for latency, differences can range

Enablement layer provides full-

applications for different deployment

by up to 100 times for different

pipeline services, hierarchical APIs,

scenarios. As each possible scenario

requirements.

Huawei's AI Portfolio
AI Application
HiAI Service

General APIs

Advanced APIs

ModelArts

HiAI Engine

Full Stack

Pre-integrated Solutions

MindSpore

TensorFlow

PyTorch

PaddlePaddle

…

Ascend-Tiny

Consumer Device

Ascend-Lite

Public Cloud

Ascend

Private Cloud

Ascend-Mini

Edge Computing

Framework
Chip
Enablement

CANN ( Compute Architecture for Neural Networks )
Ascend-Nano

Application
Enablement

Ascend-Max

IP & Chip

Industrial IoT Device

All-scenario
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To cope with
such huge
dynamic
requirements,
we’ve
developed a
range of IPs and
chipsets – from
Ascend Nano,
the smallest,
to Ascend Max,
which is used in
the cloud.

Vector

ARM

Cube
Da Vinci Core

LSU

System
Cache/
Buffer

Scalar
Cache/Buffer

FHD Video Image Codec

Peripherals/IO

DDR/HBM

The unified Da Vinci architecture for Ascend chips
In all scenarios, the use of inference is

Yet a unified architecture also poses

required. But is training or learning in

unprecedented challenges. To achieve huge

scenarios other than cloud and edge

computational scalability, the scale-out method

needed? In our view, yes – because data

can be used. Architecture optimized for a small

privacy protection is our highest priority, so

or the smallest computing scenario is developed

we require local training and learning as long

first. Then you scale out to match to the largest

as there are privacy concerns. To cope with

computing scenario. However, this inevitably

such huge dynamic requirements, we’ve

results in increases in chip size and power

developed a range of IPs and chipsets – from

dissipation beyond acceptable limits.

Ascend Nano, the smallest, to Ascend Max,
which is used in the cloud.

Another choice is the scale-in approach. This
involves first designing architecture optimized

Whether or not to adopt a unified architecture

for a large or the largest computing scenario.

when developing a series of IPs and chips is a

Then fine partitioning is used to match to

crucial decision. True, the benefits of a unified

the smallest computing scenario. However,

architecture are obvious. You only have to

this unavoidably leads to highly complex

develop the operator once and then you can use

task scheduling and software design, and

it in any scenario, with a guaranteed consistent

may result in a failure to achieve low power

development and debugging experience across

dissipation targets due to current leakage.

scenarios. And more importantly, once an

6
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algorithm has been developed for a chip, you

In addition, there will be huge variations in both

can smoothly migrate it to other IPs or chips for

memory bandwidth and latency in different

other scenarios.

scenarios, and the correct computing power
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for these will always have to be used to avoid

speed. Picosecond current control technology

poor compute power utilization. You will also

meets this critical requirement.

have to face power and area constraints for
on-chip and inter-chip interconnect.

The Da Vinci Core also has an integrated
ultra-high-bit vector processor unit and a

Backed by years of experience in chip

scalar processor unit. This varied compute

design and a deep understanding of our

design allows the Da Vinci architecture to

customers, Huawei selected the unified Da

support calculations outside the matrix and

Vinci architecture to develop the Ascend

adapt to potential neural network calculation

chips. Three unique, key technologies –

types in the future.

scalable computing, scalable memory, and
scalable interconnections – make the unified

To support highly scalable memory, each Da

architecture possible.

Vinci Core is equipped with dedicated SRAMs
with fixed functions and variable capacities

To achieve highly scalable computing power,

to accommodate different computing power

we first designed a scalable cube, which

scenarios. These memories are designed to

acts as an ultrafast matrix computing unit.

be explicit to low-level software. Thus, it’s

In its maximum configuration (16x16x16),

possible to use the auto-tiling plan to achieve

the cube can perform 4,096 FP16 MAC

fine-grained control of data multiplexing and

operations per clock cycle. Given the huge

optimally balance performance and power

dynamic range that needs to be supported,

dissipation to suit different scenarios.

we believe that the 16x16x16 Cube is the
sweet spot between performance and power

For data center applications, the on-chip,

dissipation. With a 16x16x16 configuration,

ultra-high bandwidth Mesh network connects

the cube's scale-in capability, and efficient

multiple Da Vinci Cores. This ensures extremely

multicore stacking, it's possible to support all

low latency communication between cores

scenarios with one architecture.

and between the core and other IPs. Thanks
to an L2 buffer with up to 4 TByte/s of

For lower computing power use cases,

bandwidth and a 1.2 TByte/s HBM, the high-

the cube can be gradually scaled down to

density computing core's performance can

16x16x1, which provides 256 MAC operations

be fully utilized. Leveraging 2.5D packaging

per cycle. This flexibility alongside one

technology, the Ascend 910 chip integrates

instruction set provides a successful balance

eight dies – a standout feature. These include

between computing power and power

compute, HBM and IO.

dissipation. By supporting multiple precisions,
each task can be executed most efficiently.

As the world's first all-scenario AI IP and
chip series, the Ascend series offers the best

Due to the extremely high computational

energy efficiency ratio in all scenarios, from

density, the integrity of the power supply is

extremely low power to high computing

critical when the circuit is operating at full

power scenarios.
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Ascend

TOPS/W

* Normalized to 8-bit
4

3

T4

2

1

P4

0
Earphone
~1mW

Always-on
~10mW

Smartphone
1-2W

Laptop/IPC/Module
3-10W

Edge Server
10-100W

Data Center
200+W

Ascend-Nano

Ascend-Tiny

Ascend-Lite

Ascend 310

Multi-Ascend 310

Ascend 910

Ascend: Optimal TOPS/W across all scenarios

CANN layer

2017 ~

Never before have we seen a technology
capable of making such a huge impact so

The CANN (Compute Architecture for Neural

quickly. We’re entering an era of "dual

Networks) layer lies above the chip layer. It

prosperity" where both AI academic research

offers a chip operator library and operator

and AI industry applications will flourish.

development toolkits. Aiming to provide
optimal development efficiency and operator

From a technical perspective, this means we’ll

performance, it meets the requirements

see sustained, rapid growth in the diversity of

created by the booming growth in academic

operators. There will be many possible factors

research and industry applications.

behind this diversity: the variety of applications,
models, and networks; their potential use

AI academic research has flourished since

in forward or backward algorithms; or their

2009, and the number of machine learning

accuracy and high resource budgets.

papers published has increased at the rate of
Moore's Law.

Yet the languages used today to develop
operators either perform well or are

Gartner's digital disruption scale outlines five

development-oriented. For AI applications

levels of digital disruption in an enterprise:

and development in future, it will be

enhance, expand, transform, reinvent,

crucial to have toolkits that are both high-

and revolutionize. According to Gartner,

performance and highly efficient. This is why

enterprises will mainly be using AI to enhance

Huawei chips support CANN.

their existing services in 2018, Within just five

8
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years, they’ll be using it to "transform" and

CANN provides a high-performance CCE

"reinvent" them.

(Cube Compute Engine) operator library.
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The key component of CANN is its
Tensor Engine, a highly automated
operator development tool. The

found in the CCE lib.

MindSpore

Tensor Engine enables users to easily

has been applied to organizations
across the world since May 25,
2018. We long ago mastered the
management of land, industry,

develop customized operators (CCE lib-

MindSpore is a unified training/

and many other things besides.

extension) on the Ascend chip using a

inference framework designed to be

Yet we lack effective methods for

unified domain specific language (DSL)

design-friendly, operations-friendly,

managing data, long seen as a new

interface (TE Interface) and tools such as

and adaptable to all scenarios.

type of resource. GDPR is the first

preset high-level template encapsulation

comprehensive attempt to manage
There are many AI frameworks available

data at the government level. As data

on the market, but none fully meet

is key to AI, the impact of GDPR is

The Tensor Engine is a unified tool

our expectations. We believe that AI

clearly historic.

aimed at Huawei and non-Huawei

frameworks should be design-friendly,

developers alike. Huawei engineers

for instance, by offering significantly

Understanding these factors, Huawei

focus on developing extreme

reduced training time and costs, and

believes that the AI framework

performance operators. Huawei-

operationally efficient, for instance,

should be a unified training/inference

developed operators can be found in

by providing minimum resources and

framework, so that training and

the CCE lib (CCE library). Non-Huawei

maximum energy efficiency ratios. More

inferencing can take place anywhere,

developers can use the same toolkit to

importantly, we believe they should be

and a consistent development

develop the operators they need. These

adaptable to each scenario, including

experience can be maintained

operators can be found in the CCE lib-

device, edge, and cloud.

regardless of scenario – be that

and auto performance tuning.

extension. CANN also fully supports

standalone or collaborative; on

the use of TVM to produce operators.

In the future, AI will be highly dynamic.

device, edge or cloud; or collaboration

These are also included in the CCE lib-

This isn’t just because of academic

between device and cloud, edge and

extension.

research by the likes of world leading

cloud, or device and edge.

computer scientist Professor Michael
With these two libraries and the

Jordan – he points out that the frontiers

MindSpore is this unified AI

Tensor Engine toolkit, CANN supports

of AI research are heading towards

framework. The complete framework

all major machine learning and

dynamic environments AI, secure

is planned for release in the second

deep learning frameworks. Reduce_

AI, and AI-specific architecture due

quarter of 2019. It will include core

sum is an example of a Huawei-

to trends such as mission-critical AI,

subsystems, such as a model library,

developed operator. It's often used in

personalized AI, cross-organizational AI,

graph compute, and tuning toolkit;

TensorFlow, and was also developed

and AI demand outpacing Moore's Law.

a unified, distributed architecture

on the Ascend chip. Using a general

Nor is it just because of the explosive

for machine learning, deep learning,

DSL requires 63 LOC. But using

development of industry AI, based

and reinforcement learning; a flexible

Tensor Engine DSL only needs 22

on the computational demand of a

program interface; and support for

LOC to achieve the same functions. It

single neural network having increased

multiple languages.

represents a near 3 times increase in

300,000 times in just six years.

development efficiency – this operator
for extreme performance can be

MindSpore's size can vary to
The most important factor is GDPR, which

suit different environments. For

2018.12 ISSUE 86
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example, the small version of the framework
for on-device learning is probably the smallest
full-feature AI framework ever. The total
framework is less than 2 MB and requires less
than 50 MB of RAM. Plus it needs 5 times
less ROM than its closest competitor solution.
The on-device MindSpore framework will be
available in the first quarter of 2019.
Meanwhile, Ascend Cluster is probably the
largest distributed training system in the world
at present. It connects 1,024 Ascend 910
chips – which offer the greatest computing
density on a chip – in a single computing
cluster, providing 256 petaFLOPS of ultra-high
computing power to enable model training
at unprecedented speeds and training goals

human performance in increasing numbers

to be achieved in minutes or even seconds.

of tasks. As a result, AI will gradually redefine

And with 32 TB HBM, it’s easy to develop

application development by increasingly

new models that are larger than ever before if

replacing tasks that were developed in the

needed.

traditional way. As such, applications will
comprise AI-related software alongside

In addition, with Huawei's OMG (Offline

traditional software.

Model Generator) and OME (Offline Model
Engine), models trained, or to be trained,

These two types of software are very

using major open source frameworks can

different in terms of development, testing,

work on Ascend.

and maintenance. The AI-related parts of
applications actually require many services,

Application Enablement
layer

which are often isolated from each other,
if they’re available. Moreover, highly
skilled data scientists are also frequently

The Application Enablement layer is a

required to develop AI-related components.

machine learning PaaS that provides full

These resources aren’t generally available

process services, hierarchical APIs, and pre-

either. This makes application and solution

integrated solutions. It was designed to meet

development very challenging, something

the unique needs of different developers and

which holds back the pace of AI adoption.

make AI adoption easier.
With the Application Enablement layer, our

10
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As AI becomes increasingly advanced,

aim is to simplify the AI-related parts of

machines will continue to reach and surpass

applications as much as possible, by providing

/ Cover Story

complete full-pipeline services, layered

The second service to spotlight

with the Ascend 910.

APIs, and pre-integrated solutions.

is ExeML. Given the tremendous

Our complete, full-process service is

capabilities of the large-scale training

AI is still in the early stages of

called ModelArts. It combines all the

system Ascend Cluster, we believe

development, and pre-integrated

services needed to generate models,

that it's possible to take machine

solutions are crucial for simplifying

including data acquisition, to model

learning automation to a new level.

AI adoption. Launched a year ago,
Huawei Cloud EI already has a wealth

training, to adaptation, into a onestop service. Two of these services

In addition to automating model

of pre-integrated solutions for cities,

are important to highlight: adaptation

building and optimizing the training

manufacturing, logistics, and health.

and ExeML.

process, ExeML was designed for

It’s worth underlining the fact that

the auto optimization of execution-

our full-stack combination is not a

The first service to highlight is

oriented auto model generation and

closed system, but based on open

adaptation. Given the unavoidable

adaptive deployment environments

architecture. Huawei Cloud EI also

performance deterioration of trained

– including optimizing inference

supports GPUs.

models, it’s especially important to

latency, hardware resources, and

constantly monitor the system and

operator adaptation for specific

We believe that to drive AI adoption

quickly implement necessary updates.

deployment environments.

and truly realize AI everywhere,
AI solutions must be all-scenario

We’re developing the following five
sub-services to do this.
•• Data distribution monitoring

As such, ExeML is the first system for

native. Harnessing Huawei's all-

generating environments that has

scenario native, full-stack AI

•• Accuracy monitoring
•• Smart retraining data generation

been designed from the start to offer

portfolio, we’re ready to provide AI

optimal generation performance at

support to every person, home, and

•• Auto model adaptation
•• Local learning

minimal cost. It will be available in

organization, and together drive AI

the second quarter of 2019 along

to new horizons.
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Creating the AI world
together with developers
At HUAWEI CONNECT 2018, Zheng Yelai, Huawei Vice President and President of Cloud BU, launched
several platforms and tools for E2E AI development, including ModelArts, a faster inclusive AI
development platform; HiLens, a developer-friendly AI application development platform; Atlas
200, an offline development kit which provides an online-equivalent offline experience; and HiQ, a
quantum computing simulator and programming framework. With these complete platforms for
end-to-end AI development, Huawei hopes to accelerate AI industry development with developers.

12
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D
By Zheng Yelai
President of Huawei Cloud BU

evelopers face two

improvements in the other.

major challenges in
AI development. First,

The fact is that developers today require

inefficient development,

more computing power, yet AI computing

which makes labeling, training,

power remains scarce and needs to be

and deployment extremely

reused more. To help developers solve

time-consuming. Second, the

these two difficulties, Huawei Cloud has

scarcity and high costs of

created four new products.

basic AI resources, especially
computing power. These two are
interdependent as solving one is
dependent on making significant

ModelArts for fast AI
development
The ModelArts development
platform is faster than any other AI
development platform out there.
It offers one-stop services for AI
application development across the
entire process, from data labeling and
preparation, to model training, model
tuning, and model deployment.
ModelArts is a full-pipeline platform
that allows developers to get started
faster, train faster, and deploy faster.
With Huawei Cloud's faster AI platform,
Huawei hopes to make AI more inclusive
in collaboration with developers.

100x higher data labeling and
preparation efficiency
In an investigation of the data
labeling and preparation phase, we
discovered that data labeling and
preparation is highly time-consuming
and labor intensive, accounting for
about 50 percent of development
time. ModelArts has a built-in AI
data framework and uses an AI
mechanism to manage data and
iterative training to address the high

2018.12 ISSUE 86
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ModelArts
provides E2E
visualized
management
of the entire AI
development
lifecycle, from
raw data and
labeled data,
to training
operations,
algorithms,
models, and
reasoning
services.

14
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volumes of labeled data. This is particularly

end devices. Online and batch reasoning for

useful for scenarios involving large volumes

cloud deployment is also supported to meet

of data and can boost data labeling and

the needs of various scenarios, including

preparation efficiency by 100-fold.

massive concurrency and distributed

Time on model training halved

deployment.

In the model training phase, ModelArts
leverages various optimization techniques, in

Accelerating AI development and
lowering entry barriers

particular cascade hybrid parallel technology,

In addition to improving labeling, training,

to halve the time spent on model training for

and deployment, ModelArts also helps

a given model, dataset, and set of hardware

developers boost development efficiency.

resources.

For AI to become prevalent across all

One-click model deployment to
devices, edge, and cloud

industries, it must be an easy-to-use basic

In the model deployment phase, large-

hyperparameter tuning, is designed to make

scale AI implementation and model

it easy for all developers to use.

skill. ModelArts' automatic learning feature,
including automatic design and automatic

deployment is highly complex. For example,
smart transportation often requires the

After training is completed with satisfactory

simultaneous, one-off deployment of

results, it’s still often difficult to identify the

updated models in line with various

raw data version. ModelArts provides end-

specifications of cameras from multiple

to-end visualized management of the entire

vendors, which is highly time-consuming

AI development lifecycle, from raw data

and labor-intensive. ModelArts enables one-

and labeled data, to training operations,

click deployment of models to all edge and

algorithms, models, and reasoning services.

Creating the AI world together with developers / Focus

This platform automatically

development efficiency, build their

control code and models, with the

generates traceability maps for the

own AI capabilities, and protect

AI models trained by ModelArts.

management of millions of models,

their AI information assets in a

HiLens is also compatible with other

data sets, and services, without

comprehensive way.

mainstream framework training

the user having to do anything.

models. Skills developed using HiLens

By selecting any model, users can

A model repository fosters open

can be directly deployed on any end

trace the corresponding datasets,

and healthy external ecosystems,

device with an Ascend chip.

parameters, and deployment location

helping AI developers monetize their

of that model. Useful features such

knowledge and establish their own

The AI-capable camera is a smart

as resume training from checkpoint

influence and ecosystems.

camera that supports reasoning. It’s

and compare training results are

designed for developers to develop

HiLens for developing
vision AI

vision applications for cloud-device

Helping developers build
their own ecosystems

Vision is our primary sense, but

processing capacity of hundreds of

the majority of developers lack

frames a second and facial recognition

skills in developing vision AI.

within milliseconds. It also features built-

ModelArts provides a shared

This is why Huawei has launched

in lightweight containers to minimize

management platform that

HiLens, a developer-friendly vision

resource and network bandwidth use

supports data, models, and APIs for

development platform.

and enable fast downloads.

also possible, both of which are
particularly popular with Huawei
developers.

synergy. HiLens comes with an
embedded Ascend 310 chip, with a

developers.
HiLens comprises an AI-capable

HiLens functions like a smart eye

Data and models can be shared

camera and a cloud-based

for AI applications, and is applicable

internally across a business,

development platform. Skills can

to a wide range of application

helping enterprises improve AI

be formed on the platform through

scenarios, including home robots,
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driver drowsiness detection,

models can be quickly deployed

amplitude simulators, but also the

hazard detection, and logistics.

on the development board for

industry's first cloud service for a

Huawei hopes HiLens will inspire

reasoning and verification without

high-performance quantum error

developers to create new innovative

any additional development. Huawei

correction circuit simulator that can

applications.

has so far enabled a number of

simulate hundreds of thousands of

universities and enterprises to access

qubit circuits. HiQ also incorporates

Atlas 200.

the unique classical-quantum hybrid

Atlas 200 for offline
development with an
online experience
Alongside the online full-pipeline AI
development platform, Huawei also
launched an offline development kit
– Atlas 200 – to enable developers

BlockUI.

HiQ for quantum
computation
simulators and
programming
frameworks

to conduct R&D offline. The Atlas

Harnessing Huawei Cloud's strong
computing power, HiQ can simulate
circuits with 42 qubits for full
amplitudes and 81 qubits for single
amplitudes, with low-depth circuits
able to simulate 169 qubits for

200 Developer Kit, while small, has

In preparation for the future, Huawei

single amplitudes. This makes it the

powerful functions and an extensive

Cloud is exploring the world of

industry's leading quantum circuit

range of interfaces. Embedded

quantum computing. Combining AI

simulation cloud service. The HiQ

with Huawei's Ascend 310 chip,

and quantum computing will bring

cloud service platform will be open

Atlas 200 supports reasoning and

huge computing power and new

to the public to facilitate research

verification, as well as operator

perspectives on algorithms. Quantum

and education in the quantum

development.

computing is a new type of qubit-

computing field.

based computing. It’s expected to
Atlas 200 has a diverse built-in

bring exponential improvements and

With HiQ, Huawei hopes to

library for operators, supporting

breakthroughs to many computing

empower academia and industry to

80 percent of NN-class operators.

tasks. Current supercomputers would

jointly tackle challenges in quantum

It also features hybrid precision

take about 150,000 years to factor

computing, advance the field, and

quantization tools based on low-

a large 300-digit number. It would

train quantum computing engineers

bit, compression and sparsification,

take a quantum computer a few

and quantum algorithm engineers.

enabling optimal hardware platform

seconds.

selection for optimal energy

16

With ModelArts, Atlas 200,

efficiency ratio models. Developers

Although quantum computing has

HiLens, and HiQ, Huawei

can develop customized high-

huge potential, the quantum chips

looks forward to working with

performance operators without

required are still at the exploration

developers to accelerate the

having to understand complex

stage, and many challenges lie

large-scale adoption of AI across

compilation principles and hardware

ahead. Huawei Cloud's HiQ is a

different industries, and make it

implementation.

quantum computing simulator

affordable, effective, and reliable

and programming framework.

for all. Together with developers,

Atlas 200 is compatible with all

It not only features industry-

Huawei is exploring the intelligent

major frameworks. And original

leading full-amplitude and single-

world of the future.
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Bridging networks and business
intent to activate intelligence

A

s the digital transformation

enterprise network imperative.

of global industries continues
to pick up pace, enterprise
networks need to not only

Learning from the best

provide basic connectivity, but also better

We've witnessed a number of pioneers

serve future business needs of enterprises

in manufacturing, transportation, and

and industries. There are three major

finance making very successful forays into

ways this can be achieved.

digital transformation. Their explorations
provide a valuable reference for enterprise

(1) Fully understanding enterprise

network transformation.

business needs and being able to respond
quickly; (2) Solving issues predictively to

Leading manufacturers have introduced

deliver five-nines reliability for industries

automation, allowing them to coordinate

such as finance; and (3) Developing

the management of administration and

programmability to enable the integration

production with second-level precision.

of enterprise digital systems with more

Harley-Davidson, for example, can now

third-party vendors. All pose a huge

complete the assembly of a motorcycle (all

challenge on existing enterprise networks,

1,200 parts) in just 89 seconds, slashing

making transformation of the entire

the time from customer order to delivery

By Kevin Hu
President of Huawei
Network Product Line
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Looking to the
future, Huawei
believes that
networks
will evolve
towards
self-driving
networks.

from 21 days to six hours. Through open,

passive responses, and in many networks

automated, and efficient coordination,

O&M is driven by user complaints. Network

Harley has achieved customized production.

O&M is increasingly complex, and budget
limitations have made human-based O&M

The transportation giant GE was the first

unable to adapt to the sheer scale of

to propose the Digital Twin concept. GE

business growth. It has thus become difficult

implanted sensors into aircraft landing gear,

for closed network architecture to support

so that the parameters of its equipment

service flexibility.

could be instantly acquired and digital twins
built. This enabled predictive maintenance

Looking to the future, Huawei believes

in aircraft overhaul based on the indicators,

that networks will evolve towards self-

shortening aircraft maintenance time from

driving networks, and the path from today's

six to one hours and greatly enhancing

software-defined networks (SDNs) to self-

production efficiency and quality.

driving networks will possibly take five to ten
years. During this process of evolution, we

And in the financial sector, innovative banks

will go through the era of the Intent-Driven

are applying technologies such as artificial

Network (IDN).

intelligence (AI) and big data. Harnessing
the sheer volume of data provided by big

As Huawei sees it, the fundamental challenge

data, they’re able to continuously train and

facing enterprise networks is that existing

enhance AI financial analysis capabilities,

networks are unable to match the business

and provide sustainable online production

intent of enterprises, which means a big

and services using AI. This allows them to

gap exists between physical networks and

provide financial services for people anytime,

business intent.

anywhere.
That’s why Huawei has developed IDN.
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These examples demonstrate the key roles

The IDN builds a digital twin between the

automation, digital twins, AI, and big

physical network and business intent using

data play in the digital transformation of

AI, big data, and the cloud, and establishes

leading industries. The application of these

a communication mechanism between the

technological innovations in enterprise

physical network and business intent, enabling

networks will spark new synergies.

enterprises to achieve business success.

IDN: Bridging physical
networks and business
intent

Based on digital twins, the network system

Today's enterprise networks are entirely

network equipment. Combined with real-

network-centric, with no perception of user

time data collection and analysis, it can

experience. System optimization relies on

present the status of services running on the

can translate the business intent of an
enterprise into a network language and
directly drive the automatic operation to

Bridging networks and business intent to activate intelligence / Focus

network in digital form. This enables

At the heart of the IDN lies the

verification. In doing so, enterprise

enterprises to incorporate business

Network Cloud Engine (NCE),

customers are able to achieve

intent into their network design

which consists of the Intent Engine,

network-wide insights, precise

and accurately capture the state of

Automation Engine, Analytics Engine,

planning, and rapid deployment in

business intent over the network and

and Intelligence Engine. The NCE has

multiple areas, including networks,

in real-world applications, helping

four key capabilities: digital twins,

services, users, and applications.

them accelerate business innovation

full-lifecycle management, Design

and boost operating efficiency.

Studio, and a use case-driven closed-

The Design Studio open platform

loop business.

enables service application

Digital twins can also help enterprises

customization and one-click

quickly detect and solve network

The digital twin network is built

provisioning. To meet enterprises'

problems. By leveraging AI algorithms

on telemetry technology and OPM

changing business needs, the NCE

and upgrading the experience library,

3D data models. First, the NCE uses

offers the Design Studio design

digital twins can predict future

telemetry to collect and aggregate

operation mode as an upgrade of

network status, helping enterprises

massive amounts of network data

the traditional online operation

deal with network risks in advance

in real time, enabling real-time

mode. Network service design

and enhance network reliability. As

situational awareness of the entire

and definition functionalities are

they continue to evolve, digital twins

enterprise network. The NCE employs

opened to customers through Design

will produce more new business

OPM 3D data models to collect,

Studio's programmable platform, so

models and business scenarios,

label, model, and maintain network

that customers can define and design

helping companies develop more

data from five different layers:

their own network services, data

innovative solutions.

equipment, network, service, user,

analysis algorithms, and APIs based

and application. It then builds digital

on their business needs. The NCE

Importantly, Huawei's IDN

twins for each of the enterprise

can provide over 400 microservices

also supports northbound and

network scenarios. Huawei has now

as atomic services. After service

southbound open APIs and is

built over 110 network data models.

design is completed through Design

compatible with various third-party

Studio, enterprise customers can

platforms. Northbound APIs adopt

Digital twins for the physical

dynamically activate the services in

the RESTful standard to communicate

network enable closed-loop

NCE running state, and launch new

with upper-layer applications. In

network management across the

services instantly. This completely

data center scenarios, Huawei IDN

entire lifecycle. The NCE leverages

frees traditional software platforms

supports interworking with over

digital twins to correlate discrete

from the restrictions of service

20 multi-vendor cloud platforms.

data and share it online, transforming

provisioning cycles, enabling one-

Southbound APIs use the NETCONF/

data from open-loop management

click service provisioning.

YANG standard to connect to

to closed-loop management. This

third-party controllers or network

helps build digital O&M capabilities

Innovative use case service

equipment.

across the entire lifecycle, from

models are developed based

digital deployment and simulation,

on service scenarios to drive

to visualized assessment, physical

closed-loop business. To meet

deployment, and continuous

the business needs of enterprise

The Network Brain: Four key
capabilities of the NCE
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By quickly
applying the
innovative
solutions
through
DevOps,
we’ve helped
customers
enhance
their service
operating
efficiency and
create more
business value.

customers in specific scenarios, the NCE

Huawei focuses on WANs and has doubled

builds service models that are customer

router capacity every 24 months, reducing

service-centric and oriented to each use case

cost per bit.

scenario. The service models are app-based,
so that enterprise customers don’t need to

In optical networks, which are used mainly

repeatedly switch between and call multiple

in the ISP industry, Huawei doubles optical

functions. They just need to use the app for

network equipment capacity every three

a one-stop solution to network problems

years by leveraging leading oDSP chips and

under a specific use case scenario.

photoelectric hybrid technology. Huawei's
new OXC platform is the industry's first

To date, the NCE has provided app services

commercial product with all-optical switching

for over 50 use cases, including intelligent

capabilities.

troubleshooting, congestion prediction,
health analysis, service simulation, and ZTP

Huawei has innovated at the hardware level

deployment in scenarios such as enterprise

by referencing Moore's Law for networks.

campuses, data centers, and wide area

But at the same time, we also need to

networks (WANs). With the NCE, the dream

consider innovations in network architecture.

of real closed-loop business has become

Huawei advocates separating the services

reality.

from network through the unified Fabric
architecture, on which network traffic is

Dealing with the traffic
explosion with Moore's
Law for networks

switched in a large network switch matrix.
The Fabric architecture is also more flexible
and can meet enterprise customer needs for
network expansion.

To adapt to changes in the digital world,
physical network architecture needs to

Huawei has partnered with pioneering customers

change. Huawei applied the concept of

in finance, transportation, retail, and over-the-

Moore's Law to enterprise networks,

top (OTT) through the NetCity joint innovation

improving network equipment capacity

mechanism, and launched 25 IDN business

in different fields through continuous

innovations. By quickly applying the innovative

technological innovation.

solutions through DevOps, we’ve helped
customers enhance their service operating

In the field of campus Wi-Fi, Huawei

efficiency and create more business value.

introduces smart antennas, dual 5G filtering,
radio resource management algorithms, and

In the future, Huawei will work with partners

tri-network integration technology to double

to drive the digital transformation of industry

campus Wi-Fi speeds every three years.

customers and embrace the fully connected,

The Huawei AP7060DN is the first sixth-

intelligent world.

generation 10G Wi-Fi product based on the
802.11ax standard. In the field of routers,
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Cloud data centers in the 5G era

Activating intelligence with
IoT cloud and AI

A

ccording to GIV2025,
Huawei’s Global Industry

Building the IoT ecosystem

Vision, the number of

Huawei's IoT strategy is to supply IoT

connected devices will

infrastructure and build an ecosystem

reach 100 billion by 2025. Many high-

through expanded connections, cloud

value connections will arise in industry

services, and AI, which will in turn support

applications, with each industry fully

rapid service rollout, global reachability

utilizing data from an everything-

through cloud services, and monetizable

connected, everything-sensing

IoT applications. Huawei can realize this

scenario. This will propel industrial

with the communications technology it

IoT (IIoT) and greatly improve the

has developed over the past 30 years.

efficiency of all industry verticals.
However, three major challenges
face IIoT: technology integration

Expanding connections

and innovation; standards and the

Currently, 200 million devices from across

industrial environment; and building

the globe are connected to the Huawei

a collaborative ecosystem. To tackle

IoT platform, 90 million of which are

these challenges, Huawei must

connected to China Telecom's e-Surfing

cooperate with its industry partners.

Cloud, while a further 1 million are smart

By Michael Ma
President of Huawei Cloud
Core Network Product Line
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city infrastructure devices.

for more scenarios using IoT cloud services.

Connections are the foundation of IoT.

Advancing AI capabilities

As well as increasing the number of
connections, Huawei also plans to make all

Strong ROI from connections only in the

connections manageable and controllable

IIoT scenario is impossible without killer

and achieve continuous coverage, smooth

applications. The large amount of data

evolution, security, and reliability.

obtained through connections requires
intelligent analysis to generate value.

Huawei’s NB-IoT solution, for example, is
characterized by its low power consumption,

Monetizing IoT

wide coverage, large capacity, and 5G

Intelligence – the algorithms at the

evolution capabilities. Huawei’s mature

network center and edge combined with

and open ecosystem provides E2E security

the perception of devices – is the key to

solutions for chipsets and OS, data

monetizing IoT. Devices are to an intelligent

transmission, and the overall IoT platform.

system what the sensory organs are to a
human being – in particular the eyes. As the

Enhancing cloud services

eyes of a fully connected, intelligent world,

In the future, the need for IoT connections

valuable tool for obtaining information for

will be so abundant that they’ll rely on

IIoT, driving the industry to generate greater

IoT cloud services that are available

value.

smart cameras will therefore become a

anytime, anywhere. Collaboration between
the OceanConnect IoT Platform and

Huawei has invested heavily in AI chipsets,

OceanConnect Edge enables full coverage,

software-defined intelligent cameras, edge

elastic services, unified management, service

video analysis, and OceanConnect AI. By

collaboration, and data collaboration by

advancing AI capabilities, Huawei helps

extending IoT cloud services from the

its industry partners monetize their IoT

network center to the edge.

applications.

An intelligent traffic warning system is an

Huawei IoT cloud service
2.0

example of a service collaboration scenario.
In this system, surveillance cameras transmit
footage of pedestrians to the edge cloud for

To help its industry customers use Huawei's

rapid analysis, with a real-time warning sent

IoT infrastructure capabilities of connectivity,

to the nearest vehicles. Then the warning is

cloud, and intelligence, Huawei developed

sent to the central cloud, and nearby vehicles

its IoT Cloud Service 2.0, with three main

are alerted to the presence of pedestrians.

improvements over its first iteration:

By adopting central cloud-edge cloud service
collaboration, operators can offer services
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One, for industries undergoing digital

Activating intelligence with IoT cloud and AI / Focus

transformation, Huawei provides pre-

Intelligent transportation platform

integrated industry suites and platform
cloud services, such as Connected Vehicle,

In the transportation industry, we’re

Intelligent Transportation, Smart City, and

seeing transformation from transportation

Smart Campus. Industry partners can develop

management involving single scenarios,

applications more quickly and flexibly, and

like the timing of traffic lights, to

explore various scenarios in which to embed

transportation services involving converged

AI and create new high-value solutions.

scenarios such as autonomous driving
based on vehicle-road coordination. Road

Two, to expand connections across

digitalization and vehicle-road-network

more industries, Huawei has released its

synergy are the keys to successfully

lightweight cloud service, IoT Hub, a secure

realizing this transformation.

and reliable lightweight device management
service that enables IoT devices to connect

Road digitalization involves IoT and

to the network in a simple, secure, and cost-

converged video sensing technology. It

effective way.

enables real-time sensing of the whole road,

Huawei's
Intelligent
Transportation
solution
offers unique
competitive
strengths in
many areas to
support road
digitalization
and vehicleroad synergy.

such as data on road traffic, road conditions
Three, to enable its ecosystem partners,

and traffic lights, and forms the foundation

Huawei’s OceanConnect Market provides

of intelligent transportation.

an array of services, including product
innovation, display, and trading with

Vehicle-road-network synergy builds on

integrated development, rollout, and O&M

road digitalization, incorporating Vehicle-

tools.

to-Everything (V2X) technology. This

Internet of Vehicles platform

enables assisted driving and fully self-driving

As automotive companies transform from

congestion.

technology, helping to reduce accidents and

auto manufacturers to transportation
services, they’re stepping up investment

Huawei's Intelligent Transportation solution

in new energy, autonomous driving, and

offers unique competitive strengths in

connected vehicles. The IoV is an enabling

many areas to support road digitalization

platform for all three areas, and forms the

and vehicle-road synergy. The smart

basis for transforming into a data-driven

transportation platform integrates more

company.

than 30 algorithms, including multi-source
converged sensing and algorithms for

Huawei’s enterprise-class vehicle networking

predicting collisions.

platform offers global service coverage,
providing a complete solution for automotive

The network provides a key safeguard

companies, in collaboration with traditional

for intelligent transportation systems

telematics service providers, and helping

with millisecond-level, ultra-low latency

them complete digital transformation.

capabilities. At a speed of 100 km/h, a
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Smart cities
have evolved
from Internetbased Smart
City 1.0 to
mobile-based
2.0 to today's
IoT-based 3.0.

latency of 100 ms produces a reaction

Fuzhou in Fujian, and Lanzhou in Gansu.

distance of 2.8 meters, the difference

It has enabled more than 30 innovative

between life and death. Huawei achieved

applications, such as smart greenhouses,

latency of 10 ms in the Wuxi V2X intelligent

smart smoke detectors, and river

transportation national demonstration

monitoring, and helped the government

project, the world's largest city-level LTE-

formulate urban IoT construction

V2X intelligent transportation project,

specifications.

which covered 240 intersections and 170

Smart campus platform

square kilometers, and generated more
than 40 types of transport management

As a miniature version of a smart city, a smart

information and 30 use cases.

campus includes complex use cases, including

Smart city platform

buildings, security, and vehicle management.

The goal of a smart city is to enable good

current smart campuses aren’t smart enough.

governance, benefit people, and promote

Data on the environment, logistics, vehicles,

industry. Smart cities have evolved from

and crowd flow are mutually isolated into

Internet-based Smart City 1.0 to mobile-

data silos, which means overall analysis is

based 2.0 to today's IoT-based 3.0. The

impossible. Moreover, campus management

core aspect of Smart City 3.0 is the use

still depends on manual operations as

of IoT technology to digitalize municipal

automation is low.

Digitalization requirements are high, but

infrastructure such as street lights,
manhole covers, smoke detectors, fire

Huawei's Smart Campus solution enables

hydrants, trash cans, in-ground magnetic

coordination between IoT, video surveillance,

parking sensors, and environmental

and convergent command systems,

monitoring equipment.

facilitating data sharing, comprehensive
analysis, and converged command and

Realizing Smart City 3.0 first requires a city-

dispatch. The solution enlarges the campus

level sensor network to provide ubiquitous

security area and increases the automation of

access for municipal infrastructure

campus management.

throughout a city or town. NB-IoT is the go-

IoT Hub

to solution, given its advantages of wide
coverage, low-power consumption, and

To support large-scale development and

cost-effectiveness.

lower the barriers of entry to the IoT industry,
Huawei’s simple, secure, and cost-effective

Second, a city-level IoT platform is required

device access management service IoT Hub

to enable data sharing across government

can help enterprise customers flexibly design

departments and to aggregate the industry

and develop services. It offers the following

ecosystem. Huawei's IoT platform supports

benefits:

over 30 smart city projects, including in
Yingtan in Jiangxi, Weifang in Shandong,
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Simple and fast device access in just
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Connection

+

+

Cloud

Supply IoT Infrastructure

Intelligence

Build Up Ecosystem

OceanConnect AI enables vertical industrial services
IoT Hub provides safe and secure device access
OceanConnect Market facilitates partner "bidding" and product innovation

Connected Vehicle

Intelligent
Transportation

Energy & Power

Smart City

Smart Campus

Utilities

three steps: device provisioning,

opportunities in smart cities, smart

connections, enhancing cloud

configuration, and access.

campuses, and IoV to share with

services, and advancing AI

its partners. Weifang Smart City,

capabilities. IoT Hub provides

Support for all mainstream

for example, needs a collaborative

simple and fast device management

protocols, including HTTP, MQTT,

ecosystem to construct smart

capabilities and secure and reliable

and CoAP.

sanitation, smart street lighting,

ubiquitous access capabilities

smart fire protection, smart

for all industries. It enables IoV,

buildings, and other solutions.

smart transportation, smart city,

Safe and reliable access for
hundreds of millions of devices,

and smart campus based on AI

including flexible expansion and

OceanConnect Market provides

multi-site disaster recovery to

developers with an integrated

guarantee reliable connections.

platform to support product

Huawei is working with its partners

OceanConnect Market

development, deployment and

to activate intelligence in the IIoT

operations, and accelerate product

and increase the ecosystem for the

OceanConnect Market is an IoT cloud

innovation. China Telecom, for

benefit of all.

market for partners that can help

instance, used the development

with partner bidding and product

center to complete the development

( Based on the keynote speech

innovation.

and integration of 1,000 partner

“Activate Intelligence: IoT

applications in three months for its

Cloud Services Enable Vertical

eCloud project.

Industrial IoT” at HUAWEI

Project requirements can be
published on the platform to

capabilities.

CONNECT 2018 by Michael Ma,

attract partners in joint projects.

Huawei is committed to supplying

President of Huawei Cloud Core

Huawei has over 1,000 industry

IoT infrastructure, expanding

Network Product Line )
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Going beyond
Moore’s Law with
quantum computing

By Man-Hong Yung
Huawei's Chief Quantum Computing
Software and Algorithm Scientist

By Zhou Yan

Two of the greatest breakthroughs of the past century were the invention of
computers and the discovery of quantum mechanics. Around thirty years ago,
these two great ideas collided and quantum information science was born.
Quantum computing is a subfield of quantum information science that may well
surpass the limitations of classical computing physics, but has also become an
unprecedented challenge for scientists and engineers.
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The end of Moore's Law is
also a beginning

T

and quantum worlds. And after we pass it,
quantum computing will open up a new
world.

oday, most computers work
based on a "classical mechanics”

Quantum mechanics enables us to realize the

framework where 1 is 1 and 0 is 0.

real world is full of counterintuitive physical

In the past few decades, classical

laws that subvert our perceptions of it. In

computer chips and computing power

the quantum realm, many physical states

have constantly improved, mainly thanks to

that don't exist in classical physics become

engineers who have been able to continually

possible. For example, particles can exist

shrink the components inside chips. In this

in a state where they represent 1 and 0 at

process, we can fit in more components and

the same time. The main idea of quantum

reduce the distance electric signals travels

computing is using quantum mechanics

between components, thus boosting the

as a framework to develop more powerful

speed of logical operations and reducing

quantum computers and redefine our idea of

energy consumption. This is explained by the

the meaning of computing.

well-known Moore's Law, which describes
how the density of industrial-produced chips
has doubled every 18 months over the past
few decades.

We have
a deeper
understanding
of various
materials'
characteristics,
which has led
to numerous
cutting-edge
technological
inventions.

The second quantum
revolution
Based on the quantum mechanics framework,

However, when Moore's Law was proposed,

we have a deeper understanding of various

a time when the law would fail was also

materials' characteristics, which has led

predicted – because physical components

to numerous cutting-edge technological

cannot be reduced in size infinitely. All

inventions. Some examples include lasers

matter consists of atoms and, at the atomic

(developed based on our understanding of

level, particles behave according to the laws

the quantum properties of light), chips (the

of quantum mechanics rather than classical

quantum properties of electrons), and MRI

mechanics. Even defining 1s and 0s becomes

(the quantum properties of magnets). These

a major problem at this level.

technological advances were sparked by the
study of the quantum properties of matter

The failure of Moore's Law will not mean

and belong to the first quantum revolution.

the end of the road for mankind's constant
pursuit of more powerful computing power

As our technology has advanced, our ability

however. To borrow one of Winston

to adjust and control microscopic systems

Churchill's famous quotes: "Now this is

has increased dramatically. We can now

not the end. It is not even the beginning of

manipulate the behavior of individual

the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the

atoms and even the current generated

beginning." Moore's Law will lead humanity

by a single electron. These cutting-edge

up to the boundary between the classical

technologies permit us to repeatedly verify
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5G LampSite is
the industry’s
first multifrequency
integrated
indoor small
base station
that supports
both 5G and
LTE.

the fundamental characteristics of quantum
mechanics, and this is driving the second
quantum revolution.

The potential of quantum
computing
In quantum computers, the basic unit

28
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The second quantum revolution is

for storing and transmitting data is the

characterized by the development of new

"qubit" as opposed to the "bit" in classical

technologies based on the intrinsic qualities

computers. This is the biggest difference in

of quantum mechanics. Examples of this

the way quantum and classical computers

include using the principle of quantum

work. According to the principle of quantum

superposition to develop quantum

superposition, a qubit can be in a state of

computers, developing quantum precision

linear superposition of two logical states

measurements using quantum entanglement,

(0 and 1) at the same time; two qubits

and developing quantum encryption systems

can be in a state of linear superposition of

using quantum non-cloning principles. We

four logical states (00, 01, 10, 11) at the

believe that the second quantum revolution

same time; and multiple qubits can have an

will give rise to technological breakthroughs

exponential number of states. The main aim

in many areas.

of quantum algorithms is to harness these

Going beyond Moore’s Law with quantum computing / Experts' Forum

quantum superposition states to speed up

inventions in history, once we successfully

computational problem solving.

develop quantum computers, we will
discover many more applications that we

Published in 1994, the most famous
quantum algorithm is Shor's algorithm for
factoring large integers, which threatens
the encryption system that classical
computer networks depend on. Although

can’t imagine today.

Multiple routes for
quantum computers

we’ve yet to develop a general-purpose

A quantum is not in fact an elementary

quantum computer, Shor's algorithm has

particle like an electron or neutron, and

sparked concern among more than a few

qubits are not a scarce substance. In

network security experts. If an organization

quantum mechanics, "quantum" refers to

or individual were to develop a quantum

how in the macroscopic world the energy

computer in 50 years, all encrypted

of physical systems isn't continuous. In

information we send through the public

principle therefore two energy levels in any

sphere – meaning the Internet – today

quantum system can act as qubits as long as

would be cracked as soon as it were

experimental means for manipulation and

intercepted and stored. The possibility of

readout exist.

Once we
successfully
develop
quantum
computers, we
will discover
many more
applications
that we can’t
imagine today.

quantum computers has triggered cyber
security experts to develop new encryption

At present, systems that are relatively

methods that are capable of countering

mature in terms of development include:

quantum attacks.

superconducting quantum devices,
quantum dots, trapped ions, diamond color

There have been quite a few major

centers, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

breakthroughs in the study of quantum

systems, and linear optical systems. Qubits

computing in recent years, which has driven

of different physical systems characteristics

the development of quantum computational

vary. In the past, different directions of

complexity. At the same time, our experience

quantum computing hardware research

of using quantum algorithms has also had

and development used to be carried

an impact on classical algorithms. Many new

out separately but at the same time. A

classical algorithms have been inspired by

technology developed in a physical system

the study of quantum algorithms, which is

might be demonstrated on a different

a reflection of the overall value of quantum

system. But in the future, the development

algorithm research.

of quantum hardware might involve a
mixture of different quantum systems,

The general belief among researchers is that

in which the strengths of some systems

in the future, quantum computers will be of

compensate for the weaknesses of others,

enormous benefit in the fields of quantum

improving overall performance. This will be

chemical simulation and artificial intelligence

a major challenge for the advancement of

(AI). As has been the case with many great

science and technology.
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The HiQ cloud
service
platform
includes a
quantum
computing
simulator and
a quantum
programming
framework
developed on
the simulator.

The era of quantum
hegemony

to drive the development of quantum

A quantum computer would likely be a

quantum software, and a complex set of

powerful computing machine. However,

systems engineering for quasi-quantum

we're unable to prove from a theoretical

computers.

perspective that quantum computers would
be able to "quickly" solve the problems that
classical computers can't solve. For example,
although the computational complexity of

computers, including tailoring quantum
operating systems, quantum algorithms,

HiQ quantum cloud service
platform

Shor's quantum algorithm is lower than any

If we're being truthful, there’s still a wide

known classical algorithm, the existence of

disparity between the computing power of

equivalent or even faster classical algorithms

research institutions' quantum equipment and

for large number factoring cannot be ruled

quantum simulators and modern computers.

out. If such a classical algorithm were

The main strategy of research institutions

discovered, it would significantly diminish

and commercial companies around the world

the influence of Shor's quantum algorithm.

have for manufacturing quantum computers
at the physical level is gradually increasing

In the past few years, under strong

the number of qubits.

promotion by governments and enterprises,
we've seen a steady increase in the number

Before we have mature quantum computing

and quality of qubits achieved in the lab.

hardware systems, we need to carry out

For quantum computing researchers, this is

quantum software and algorithm research

both a surprise and a delight. The problem

based on quantum computing simulators.

before us that we need to ponder isn’t the

Huawei has achieved initial success in this

"ideal quantum computer" from textbooks,

with the HiQ cloud service platform for

but the "quasi-quantum computer" –

quantum computing simulators.

complex computing machines based on the
principles of quantum mechanics. Although

Released at HUAWEI CONNECT 2018,

the logical operation of these quasi-

the HiQ cloud service platform includes a

quantum computers hasn’t yet reached

quantum computing simulator and a quantum

the standards of general-purpose quantum

programming framework developed on the

computing, their behavior for the most

simulator. Based on Huawei Cloud's powerful

part cannot be effectively simulated by

computing infrastructure, HiQ is equipped with

classical computers. In the field of quantum

a distributed architecture and an algorithmic

computing, this is generally referred to as

optimizer to overcome challenges of memory

"quantum hegemony."

capacity and network broadband latency
faced by full-amplitude simulators.

In this era of quantum hegemony, there
are a number of things we need to achieve
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HiQ provides a cloud service with full-
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amplitude simulation and single-amplitude

computing involves complex system

simulation for external customers. The HiQ

engineering and faces many technical

platform can simulate quantum circuits with

challenges in terms of hardware, software,

42 qubits for full-amplitude simulations,

algorithms, and systems, based on the rapid

and 81 qubits for single amplitudes. For

development in quantum computing in

low-depth single-amplitude circuits, it can

recent years, we predict that it will lead to

simulate 169 qubits (20 layers) – the solution

a new revolution in multiple fields including

is the industry's leading cloud service for

AI, drug development, quantum chemistry,

quantum circuit simulation. Moreover, a

new material design, and complex optimized

quantum error-correction simulator has been

scheduling.

integrated for the first time in a cloud service
platform. It can perform error-correction

Huawei continues to monitor the latest

simulations of circuits with tens of thousands

developments in quantum computer

of qubits, with a performance that’s 5 to 15

hardware, and participates in exploratory

times better than similar simulators.

research where it can contribute its R&D
strength to help make the quantum computer

Huawei also showcased its quantum

a reality as soon as possible.

programming framework at HUAWEI
CONNECT 2018 for the first time. As well

Quantum computation is a revolutionary

as being compatible with open-source

technology that’s different from classical

ProjectQ, the framework significantly

computing. Above all, it’s a future-oriented

improves the parallel computational

core technology for cloud computing.

performance of quantum algorithms. It also

Quantum algorithms provide a new perspective

provides new features such as a user-friendly

on AI algorithms, inspiring better classical

quantum circuit orchestration Graphical User

AI algorithms and offering faster computing

Interface (GUI), and a Block User Interface

capability. The launch of the HiQ cloud service

(BlockUI), making hybrid classical-quantum

platform marks a key step in research and

programming easier and more intuitive.

innovation in quantum computing.

Huawei's vision of
quantum computing

In the future, Huawei will continue to

Years ago we were already calling quantum

cooperation, and so the HiQ quantum

computing a potentially disruptive future

computing simulator cloud service will be fully

computing technology. If we can achieve

open to the public. Developers, researchers,

exponential acceleration, quantum

teachers and students of higher education

computers will be able to complete in

institutions, will be invited to engage

minutes or seconds computing tasks that

in joint innovation, which will promote

would take classical computers tens of

academic breakthroughs and accelerate the

thousands of years. Although quantum

industrialization of quantum computing.

research and invest in the field. Huawei
upholds the ideals of openness and
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Algorithms for intelligent
and automated O&M
By Shen Jie
Chief Architect of Huawei
NFV Capability Center

H

O&M may have come a long way with advances in scripting, automation,
and legacy bug fixes, but having fewer problems hasn’t diminished the
burden of on-site maintenance on cloud core networks. In fact, many
problems on today’s live networks are entirely unexpected and leave
O&M personnel at a complete loss with how to deal with them.

owever, Huawei has

The product scope of the cloud-based

(1) hidden dangers after upgrades that

developed algorithms

core network includes all pipes and

cannot be discovered in time to avoid

to solve system change

voice switching hardware that come

subsequent incidents, and (2) silent

faults and routine silent

after wireless access. NEs are many

faults that occur suddenly and cannot

faults in the cloud core network.

and varied, with complex and diverse

be quickly demarcated. When they

Using intelligent O&M can solve live

interfaces, complicated inter-NE signal

aren't rapidly dealt with, the second

network problems and thus lower

interaction, and a huge number of

type can cause major incidents.

costs, boost efficiency, and meet

monitored KPIs – in a typical VoLTE

specific KPI requirements.

system, there can be as many as

The first type of issue primarily occurs

30,000 or more KPIs.

during upgrades or changes in

The two main issues
in O&M
32
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operations. Telecoms system upgrades
Today’s two most difficult issues are:

are typically arranged in the early
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hours of the morning when usage is low. But

Fallback (CSFB), user perception was low, and

as service volumes after upgrades at that time

the main indicators were normal.

are low, even if an incorrect operation occurs
during the upgrade – be it a configuration

Problems of this type generally involve

error or a bug in the upgraded software itself

monitoring the indicators of many NEs and

– any system errors triggered won’t always be

between NEs. The key to solving this type of

discovered in the system's KPI monitoring.

issue is fast detection and fast data gathering
to analyze and locate the problem, so it can be

In a recent case affecting one operator, an

solved during the optimal timeframe.

authentication problem was accidentally
introduced during an HSS upgrade job.

Our analysis shows that two solutions can

After the upgrade was completed, the

help systems quickly demarcate faults: (1)

authentication success rate KPI for the HSS

algorithms to compare all indicators with the

was normal. However, other non-critical

dynamic thresholds at the same point in time

indicators, such as for the mobile switching

to determine whether indicator fluctuations

center (MSC), showed that the authentication

exceed learned ranges, which is then used for

success rate was gradually decreasing.

diagnosing whether there is a silent fault, and

The anomaly was only identified by a

(2) a complete dataset that can lead to root

comprehensive analysis of all indicators.

cause analysis and solving detected faults.

Discovering faults

Data processing and
machine learning

How can these hidden dangers be discovered?
Our analysis shows that two capabilities can

Given the above, the following system

help systems discover anomalies: (1) dynamically

capabilities are general requirements:
•• Monitoring all indicators

monitoring and recording the periodic dynamic
threshold range of all indicators of the system,
and (2) comparing all indicators in real time with
the dynamic thresholds at the same point in time
to discover indicators with large deviations.

To build these
capabilities,
operators
need data
processing
platforms
and machine
learning (ML)
algorithms.

•• Learning and obtaining dynamic thresholds
•• Diversifying and sorting indicator deviation
calculations
•• Correlating indicator deviation and system
failures

The second type of issue principally occurs
during routine monitoring scenarios. It mainly

To build these capabilities, operators need

manifests as service anomalies with no alarms

data processing platforms and machine

and normal KPIs.

learning (ML) algorithms.

In another case affecting an operator, an EOR

Huawei has built a practical verification system

soft failure led to the network-wide interruption

that compares verification systems and on-site

of a VoLTE service for an extended period. Voice

outcomes by reviewing past on-site incidents to

services were delivered through Circuit Switched

verify the design and analysis results.
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Huawei's verification system
comprises two parts: a full-scale
data processing framework and a

100

Fixed alarm threshold

90

single-indicator anomaly detection

80

ML algorithm. The full-scale data

70

processing framework uses real-

60

time stream data processing to

50

simultaneously collect and pre-

40

process a large number of KPIs and

Percent

30

Anomaly

Normal
zone

20

metrics. The single-indicator anomaly

10

detection algorithm targets gathered

0
Hour

indicators and trains corresponding
models based on their historical data.
It then performs anomaly detection
on the current indicator to quickly

post-development needed, service

screening. Thus, no potentially

detect anomalies.

indicators are abstracted into generic

anomalous indicators are missed.

data models. Collection and pre-

After several iterations, single-

Considering system scalability, the data

processing functions are abstracted

indicator anomaly detection models

gathering framework supports multiple

to form standalone, atomized

for each on-site system can be

collection methods to collect data from

functions that can be orchestrated.

formed.

different target systems, including

Doing so forms a service processing

logging, metrics, and tracing data. For

chain, which enables codeless service

Anomaly detection is an important

example, traditional data gathering

processing functions.

part of O&M. In cloud services,

methods, such as SNMP and FTP, are
used for legacy systems to support old
NEs or EMS data collection.
For new microservices, mainstream

34

Single-indicator
anomaly detection
models

which use white-box O&M, anomaly
detection forms the basis of early
detection, fault prediction, and other
subsequent analysis approaches.

open source data collection methods,

These steps facilitate data

In the design of the single-indicator

such as Prometheus, are used as much

normalization on different data

anomaly detection algorithm, the

as possible. The system is compatible

sources and types, making it

dynamic threshold model of the

with a range of collection methods to

possible to perform higher level

indicator is built from learning historical

limit changes to the target system and

analysis, which includes the

indicators. This model is applied in

support service system diversity.

fundamental full-scale anomaly

the actual environment to detect live

detection approach: a single-

network service data in real time and

For data processing, the system uses

indicator anomaly detection

to determine if the data is anomalous.

various pre-processing approaches

algorithm. This method focuses

due to the variety of data collected

on full-scale data processing,

The red horizontal line in the graph

and different data extraction

rather than depending on domain

above represents the traditional static

methods. To reduce the amount of

knowledge to first perform metric

threshold detection method before
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Basis of
periodicity
identification

Fluctuation
assessment

• Periodicity/quasi-periodic
sequence is reflected as a spike
in the power spectrum

• Breaks KPI data down into lowfrequency trends and highfrequency noise

• If the period is not obvious or
if it’s a random sequence, the
power spectrum is bell-shaped
or flat

• Global fluctuation: variance of a
low-frequency tendency over a
period of time, for example, a day
• Local fluctuation: amplitude of
high-frequency noise

Tendency
assessment

• KPI periodicity of usually
one day
• The moving average
based on one day
• The slope of the curve
after the moving average
is calculated

the ML algorithm is introduced. The green

first step towards intelligent O&M. Later, the

band is the learned dynamic threshold range.

scope of detection can be expanded to cover

The "Anomaly" indicator cannot be detected

more scenarios. Intelligent approaches such as

by the traditional approach, but it can be

multi-indicator correlation analysis, root cause

accurately detected by the single-indicator

localization algorithms, and alarm compression

detection algorithm.

intelligent algorithms, covering processes such as
fault detection, anomaly location, and root cause

In the flow process, the algorithm first

analysis, can also be explored. Necessary self-

identifies the periodicity of the indicator,

healing methods can also be added. The eventual

and then selects the appropriate algorithm

direction of evolution is network automation and

based on its volatility, tendency, and other

intelligence.

characteristics.
KPIs tend to be global, periodic, and real-time. The
One operator has deployed this algorithm

single-indicator anomaly detection algorithm is an

model to perform live network PoC

effective way to quickly identify faults. For changes

testing. Its network contains 50 IMS and 90

in operations, major event protection, and daily

EPC NEs, with a total of 1,400 single indicators

monitoring, KPI anomaly detection can also be

gathered. After two consecutive months of

used to quickly identify silent problems, reduce

live network data verification and a relatively

the scope of impact, shorten recovery time, and

stable live network environment, four indicator

help operators shift from after-the-fact O&M to

anomalies were discovered. The operator

full-process monitoring, prediction, and automatic

was satisfied with the results and decided to

recovery.

commercialize the feature.
KPI anomaly detection is a key means of
Single-indicator anomaly detection is the

improving core network reliability and MTTR.
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Atlas: Opening the
door to AI with massive
computing power
With constant breakthroughs in core technology, artificial intelligence (AI) is already integrated
into work and daily life. For example, news and shopping apps now push recommendations for
things that they think we want to see or buy. Mapping apps help plan time-saving routes based
on our preferences, and even the voices used for navigation apps are synthesized by AI. The
basis of all these advances is powerful computing power. But, it’s only when AI computing power
is affordable, effective, and reliable that these applications can be supported.
By Gao Fan

Use cases for AI

A
36

following three types of scenarios:

department, only 13 percent of more
than 30,000 traffic violation photos

I will trigger an industrial

High-volume, repetitive scenarios:

taken a day could be identified by

revolution that will

For example, recognizing images and

staff, because of time and stamina

impact all industries,

reviewing documents. AI suits highly

limits. After using an AI traffic brain,

reconstructing industry

repetitive tasks with clearly defined

enforcement rates significantly

and enterprises with an entirely

goals and huge amounts of data. In

improved, and traffic violations were

new model. AI particularly suits the

one use case in a city transportation

reduced by over 60 percent.
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Atlas 200

Atlas 300

Atlas 500

Atlas 800

Specialist experience scenarios: Many

challenges of the AI era with a full-stack AI

industries suffer from a lack of experts, including

solution. A key part of Huawei's full-stack AI

the healthcare sector. AI-assisted medical image

solution, the Atlas intelligent computing platform,

analysis and screening can reduce dependence

is designed to provide computing power for AI

on specialists. And in manufacturing, ordinary

products. It harnesses key technologies such

designers can harness AI-assisted design to

as intelligent heterogeneity, device-edge-cloud

complete specialist design tasks.

hierarchical deployment, and edge-cloud synergy
to enhance computing power for AI.

Multi-domain coordination scenarios: These
are the most complex scenarios and include

To meet new application scenarios, the Atlas

urban smart transportation systems and modern

computing platform also comes in various

manufacturing. Traffic light signal control, for

product forms, including a module, AI

example, involves multiple variables and requires

accelerator card, AI edge station, and appliance.

fast, accurate analysis and decision-making,

These are all built with Huawei's Ascend

which is difficult for the human brain to do.

chipsets and major heterogeneous computing
components, and form a complete AI solution.

Massive computing power

Huawei's Atlas intelligent computing

Making AI affordable, effective, and reliable will

platform is formed of the Atlas 200 AI

first require sufficiently powerful computing

accelerator module for devices, the Atlas

power. Second, we will need to deploy

300 AI accelerator card for data centers, the

cloud, edge, and devices, and ensure efficient

Atlas 500 AI edge station for the network

coordination based on scenario. In recent

edge, and a one-stop AI platform, the Atlas

years, we’ve seen AI applications continue to

800 AI appliance, positioned for enterprise.

grow in breadth and depth, from safe cities to
smart retail. But, AI computing power powered

Atlas 200 AI accelerator module: Just half the

by centralized processing in data centers can

size of a credit card, the Atlas 200 consumes only

no longer satisfy the requirements of new

10 watts of power, supports 16-channel real-

high-bandwidth, low-latency scenarios.

time HD video analytics, and can be deployed in
devices such as cameras and drones.

Huawei is accelerating its research in AI, and
continues to embrace the data processing

Atlas 300 AI accelerator card: With a HHHL
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The various
Atlas intelligent
computing
platform
products suit
different
application
scenarios,
enabling
hierarchical
deployment to
cloud, edge, and
device.

PCIe standard card form factor, the Atlas

respectively, and deployed Atlas 500 smart

300 is designed for data center and edge

stations at intersections to adjust traffic light

servers. It supports multiple data precisions

cycles in real time. The project involved:

and delivers up to 64 TOPS of INT8 on a
single card, a threefold lead over competing

Edge deployment: Three-to-four traffic

products, and provides superior computing

lights were connected to each small station,

power for deep learning and inference.

which were installed in street cabinets or
poles close to each intersection.

Atlas 500 AI edge station: This industryleading edge product integrates AI processing

Real-time offline processing: Real-time offline

capabilities and supports 16-channel HD video

adjustment of traffic light cycles through edge

processing in the size of a set-top box (STB),

stations greatly improved processing efficiency.

delivering a fourfold performance increase
over existing products. The AI edge station

Edge-cloud synergy: The cloud handles

suits a broad range of applications, including

unified management of the edge station

transportation, healthcare, unattended retail,

hardware, pushing algorithms and firmware

and smart manufacturing.

upgrades and monitoring their status.
Structured data processed by edge stations

Atlas 800 AI appliance: Based on the standard

is returned to the cloud, with the cloud

framework and programming environment, this

controlling traffic light switching over a

product provides an optimized AI environment

broader area.

and pre-installed underlying software library.
It’s ready to work in less than two hours out of

AI technology is constantly progressing, and

the box. In addition, the AI appliance integrates

the number of AI-driven industry solutions

management software for cluster management

is also growing. As we stride toward a fully

and task scheduling, and system-level

connected, intelligent world, innovation is

performance monitoring capabilities, greatly

essential and computing power will create

reducing the entry requirements for enterprise

new possibilities. Huawei's intelligent Atlas

AI application.

platform provides enhanced computing
power to help customers integrate AI

38
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The various Atlas intelligent computing

capabilities into all business processes and

platform products suit different application

bring the computing power required by AI

scenarios, enabling hierarchical deployment to

from the data center to the network edge

cloud, edge, and device. In the case of traffic

and devices. Atlas also enables connectivity

light control systems, current systems aren’t

and collaboration to support enterprise

flexible enough to automatically adjust traffic

intelligence in more application scenarios.

light cycles based on intersection traffic flow.

As we strive to drive AI adoption and

In a joint innovation project, Huawei and a

applications, Atlas will continue to make AI

research institute developed traffic monitoring

even faster, facilitating the advancement of

algorithms and signal adjustment algorithms

industry verticals.

/ Solutions

HiSec: Intelligent proactive
defense for ICT infrastructure

By Denzel Song
General Manager of Huawei
Network Security Domain

As the world enters the era of the smart society, ICT infrastructure will become ubiquitous
and bear the key responsibility of supporting industry digital transformation. Different
industries' service environments will become more open and, as this happens, their security
systems needs to be more robust.

HiSec for active
defense

O

of US$3.7. And if the annual growth

systems metro companies use are

rate of ICT infrastructure investment

connected to the Internet, exposing

stays at 8 percent, it will drive

their entire networks to external

perators and enterprise

US$2-3 trillion of economic growth

network environments, which leaves

customers will have three

between 2018 and 2025.

them constantly at risk from security

major requirements: (1)
safeguarding always-

threats that could devastate entire
However, while we enjoy more

transit systems.

on key services, (2) improving

efficient communication, we’re also

security operation and maintenance

confronted by increasing cyber security

For telecom operators, ICT

(O&M) efficiency, and (3) ensuring

risks. Gartner predicts that by 2020

infrastructure cloudification

the ICT infrastructure they build is

about 60 percent of enterprises will

enhances the efficiency of carrier-

safe and reliable. With Huawei's

suffer major service failures due to

class communications and shortens

HiSec intelligent security solution,

cyber security threats as they digitally

service provisioning. However,

customers will be able to build smart

transform their services.

the increasing complexity and

ICT infrastructure security and active
defense systems.

Examples of risks

openness of cloud-based services
massively increases the probability
of attacks on telecommunications

We need increased
efficiency, not
increased risk

Smart grids vastly improve the stability

infrastructure.

and efficiency of the power supply,
but smart meters and unmanned

In safe cities, deploying cameras has

substations can become targets of

deterred criminals and made people's

Around the world, digitalization

cyber-attacks. Smart transportation

lives safer. However, in October 2016

continues to grow at a rapid pace.

has made people's lives immensely

hackers brought down networks

According to Huawei's Global

more convenient, with innovations

across a wide area for hours after

Connectivity Index 2018 report, every

such as metro gates that use mobile

launching a DDoS attack on Internet

US$1 invested in ICT infrastructure

QR codes removing the need for

DNS infrastructure by hijacking

construction results in a GDP growth

travel cards. However, the settlement

millions of networked cameras.
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Intelligent cyber
security

problems, Huawei launched HiSec – an

information it collects, it determines the

intelligent security solution based on

threat type, how serious it is, and how

software-defined security (SDSec) that

to deal with it. Local analysis capabilities

As a leading provider of ICT

will help customers build smart ICT

at the analyzer layer are insufficient

infrastructure, Huawei offers

infrastructure security and proactive

because local machine learning-based

ICT infrastructure solutions for

defense systems. HiSec harnesses

intelligence is a thing of the past. What

emerging technologies such as IoT,

Huawei's technological expertise

we need is a brain that obtains from

5G, and cloud computing for the

and ideology in security accumulated

the cloud a much broader scope of

government, financial, transportation,

over the past 20 years as well as its

already learned information. Using AI

energy, manufacturing, and

experience and own security practices

computing power, the Huawei Cloud-

telecommunications sectors, as well

in ICT infrastructure construction.

based brain quickly learns attacks the

as a comprehensive range of security

cloud has been subjected to and known

solutions to protect the security of key

Huawei's software-defined security

threat samples from around the world,

ICT infrastructure in industries.

architecture has three layers:

and rapidly transfers the learned results
to the entire network.

In today's security industry, the

The first layer is the enforcer, which is

protected object and protective

responsible for security threat handling

Through close coordination between

measure in most security solutions, both

and information collection. It includes

security and ICT infrastructure,

large and small, are independent, which

security software and hardware

the HiSec solution upgrades the

makes it impossible to quickly stop fast

products, such as firewalls, intrusion

network's threat response capability

spreading cyber-attacks. Similarly, the

prevention systems, web application

from an isolated island of security

security products for different segments

firewalls, device host security EDR, and

into a network-wide united

perform their duties independently of

anti-virus software; network devices

battlefront. The spread range of

each other and are uncoordinated. Even

like switches and routers; and IoT

threats is narrowed from the zone

when a network is "fully" protected,

devices such as cameras.

border to the server border, and the

as soon as it is hit by a new type of

source of network threats can be

threat, the best chance to deal with the

The second layer is the controller,

quickly located and prevented from

threat has been missed and irreparable

which manages how network-

spreading further, thus minimizing

damage has already been caused.

wide enforcers cooperate, receives

damage.

instructions from the analyzer,
Protecting network-wide services

determines how security policies are

Through interconnection of the security

requires deploying network probes

issued and optimized, and notifies the

analysis, brain and different vendors'

on a large scale to perform real-time,

enforcer to control security threats to

device security products, the HiSec

synchronous analysis for a "smart

within certain areas or block them.

solution quickly and automatically

security brain". However, the high cost
of deploying a complete smart security

The third and final level is the analyzer,

response actions, such as device

brain to monitor network-wide traffic

which can be understood as a smart

threat investigation and forensics,

discourages many enterprises.

security brain for network-wide analysis.

event traceability, and interconnection

Based on the results of its analysis, the

response, rapidly and systematically

analyzer makes decisions. Based on the

resolving advanced security risks.

To provide a solution to these
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By deploying edge-based smart security

As we move toward a fully connected,

gateways with advanced security analysis

intelligent world, Huawei wants to

capabilities, HiSec brings intelligent processing

contribute its own strengths by building

power to the edge of the network. Edge

security capabilities and creating value

intelligence drastically reduces real-time

for customers. Through the continuous

network data transmission reporting,

service-driven evolution of Huawei security

maximizing dispersion of network strain to the

products and solutions, we will achieve

network edge. More threat handling actions

full coordination with ICT infrastructure.

can be performed locally without needing

Through open architecture, we will

to involve the security analysis brain. This

enable dynamic collaboration between

cuts down the cost of network deployment

software-defined security products. And

and significantly boosts the efficiency of

through centralized intelligence and edge

threat detection by lowering network traffic

intelligence, we will support intelligent

interaction.

collaboration between on-cloud and off-

Huawei's
advanced
security
solutions
are based
on its huge
investment
and years of
expertise in
security R&D.

cloud services.
The HiSec solution's edge intelligence is
enabled by Huawei's new USG6000E series AI-

Huawei's advanced security solutions are based

based firewall. The AI-based firewall acts as

on its huge investment and years of expertise

an intelligent security gateway at the network

in security R&D. Huawei has seven security R&D

edge, providing intelligent network border

teams located in China, North America, and

protection for enterprises. It has a built-in, AI-

Europe. Huawei also runs two labs specializing

based advanced threat-detection engine that

in security research, including Shield Lab, which

can identify threats in encrypted traffic. It works

researches future security technology, including

within the cloud to achieve a threat-detection

attack and defense penetration, vulnerability

rate above 99 percent. The AI-based firewall has

mining, and intelligence gathering. Huawei's

a built-in acceleration engine for the optimization

security R&D teams and labs cover a wide range

and acceleration of key firewall features such

of technologies and services, from traditional

as Internet Protocol Security (IPSec), intrusion

security gateways such as firewalls to cloud

prevention, and antivirus. The threat-handling

security, IoT security, the use of AI and big data

performance of the firewall is vastly improved,

in network security, and security chips.

achieving a processing performance that’s two
times the industry average. Based on virtualization

Harnessing security capabilities built up

architecture, the AI-based firewall flexibly

over many years, Huawei is committed to

integrates third-party detection capabilities,

creating greater value for its customers and

dramatically boosting overall threat detection,

society as a whole. Huawei fully leverages

while achieving multi-service convergence and

its advantages in ICT infrastructure

reducing CAPEX by over 80 percent.

solutions to provide customers with better

Protecting digital
transformation

network security protection and help
protect the continued evolution of the
intelligent world.
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Putting the brain in
driverless vehicles with MDC
By Wang Yige
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S

ince the beginning of the modern

by a mix of industrial, commercial, and social

era, technological advances and

factors.

products that change our lives have
occurred every 10 to 15 years, from

the Ford Model T car over a century ago to
smartphones, which debuted in 2007. In the

A car brain for overcoming
challenges

next ten or so years, driverless cars are likely

Driverless vehicles perceive the environment

to be another game changer based on three

using on-board sensors such as cameras,

major factors:

Lidar, millimeter-wave radars, and ultrasonic
sensors. They make decisions based on

The right conditions: The combination of

data to avoid collisions and plan routes by

new energy and AI form powerful conditions

predicting the trajectories of the driverless

for transforming the automotive industry.

vehicle, other vehicles, and pedestrians at
future points in time.

Consumer demand: People are always
searching for ways to make life better,

After a path is planned, the vehicle must then

and the market space tends to be vast for

be controlled so that it follows the desired

efficiency and convenience boosters.

trajectory. This involves processes such as

These
processes call
for a powerful
brain that can
carry out realtime analysis,
process large
amounts of
data, and
perform
complex logic
operations.

sensor environment awareness, high-precision
Safety and accessibility: There are

maps and GPS, V2X communication, the

approximately 1.3 million deaths per year

integration of multiple data sources, decision-

due to road traffic accidents, with 94

making and planning algorithm calculations,

percent caused by human error. Driverless

electronic control, and the execution of

vehicles are not only safer, but they’ll also

calculation results.

greatly benefit people with disabilities who
cannot drive and find it hard to get about.

Six levels of autonomous
vehicles

These processes call for a powerful brain that
can carry out real-time analysis, process large
amounts of data, and perform complex logic
operations, which in turn place extremely
high requirements on computing power. The

SAE International defines six levels of

computing power required for each level of

self-driving cars: L0 (no automation), L1

self-driving vehicle is generally held to be as

(driver assistance), L2 (partial automation),

follows: less than 10 TOPS for L2, 30 to 60

L3 (conditional automation), L4 (high

TOPS for L3, more than 100 TOPS for L4,

automation), and L5 (full automation).

and predictions of around 1,000 TOPS for

Currently the general belief in the automotive

L5. Existing platforms are only capable of

industry is that the large-scale adoption of

meeting some requirements of L3 and L4

autonomous driving at L2, L3, L4, and L5 will

automation.

be achieved in 2018, 2020, 2025, and 2030,
respectively. These milestones will be pushed

Commercial autopilots can be traced back to
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Compared
to the other
computing
platforms
currently out
there, Huawei
MDC offers
four technical
advantages.

the US Defense Advanced Research Projects

higher-level driverless vehicles for regular

Agency's (DARPA) Autonomous Land

consumers, we need increased computing

Vehicle (ALV) program in 1984. Since then,

performance, affordable solutions, and the

autonomous driving has gained widespread

assurance of safety and reliability.

interest from academia and industry, with
research institutes, car companies, Internet
giants, and startups all getting involved.
However, the development of autonomous

MDC: An intelligent engine
for cars

driving has actually been quite slow, and the

In the future, cars will become Mobile

technology is still something only few enjoy.

Data Centers (MDC) on wheels. Huawei

There are several reasons for this:

introduced the MDC solution in response to
the requirements that driverless cars place

Poor experience: Autonomous driving

on computing platforms. In its MDC solution,

is currently limited by computing power.

Huawei has installed its Host CPU, AI, ISP,

Only conditional autonomous, which

and SSD control chips, all of which it has

requires strict conditions, such as few

developed in-house.

cars, prescribed lanes, and slow speeds, is
achievable at present. Today's computing

Through bottom-layer software and hardware

platforms are unable to process enough

integration and optimization, the solution

sensor data in real time or perform

delivers industry-leading time synchronization,

integration, planning, and decision-making

accurate sensor data processing, multi-node

to a high enough level.

real-time communication, minimized noise,
low-power management, and fast and secure

High cost: A car model claiming to provide

boot functionality.

L3 autonomous driving costs approximately
US$50,000 to US$80,000, with the

Compared to the other computing platforms

autonomous driving feature alone costing about

currently out there, Huawei MDC offers four

US$8,000. And the ability to offer higher levels

technical advantages:

of automated driving will cost even more.
High performance: MDC is equipped with
Safety concerns: Cars are durable, high-

Huawei's latest Ascend AI chipset, which is

cost consumer goods with long lifespans.

capable of up to 352 TOPS of computing

The equipment in a car must withstand harsh

power, satisfying L4 requirements. MDC can

conditions, such as vibrations, temperature

access and process data flows in real time

extremes, high humidity, and dust. Hardware

from more sensors than has been previously

reliability can directly impact the safety of

possible, including cameras, millimeter wave

driverless vehicles, a fact that concerns many

radars, Lidar, and GPS. This will provide

consumers.

safer and more reliable computing support
for autonomous driving systems to handle

To overcome these challenges and produce
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High safety & reliability: MDC's
E2E redundancy design prevents
single-point-of-failures. It copes
with harsh external environments,
including ambient temperatures
from -40°C to 85°C, and complies
with industry-grade reliability and
functional safety standards such as
ISO 26262 ASIL D.
High energy-efficiency: MDC
features industry leading 1 TOPS/
W E2E energy efficiency, surpassing
the industry average of 0.6 TOPS/
W. Not only does energy efficiency
extend a car's cruising range, it
also enables lower temperatures
for computing. This improves the

and development tools. Through

high-speed cruising, following other

reliability of electronic components

the platform, it’s possible to quickly

vehicles, recognizing traffic lights

and eliminates the need to configure

develop, debug, and run autonomous

and pedestrians, and self-parking in

vulnerable components such as heat

driving algorithms and functions. For

an underground garage.

dissipation fans, which minimizes the

different levels of automated driving

hardware footprint, structural impact

algorithms, the platform supports

Autonomous driving algorithms

on vehicles, and potential failures.

smooth evolution from L3 to L5

developed through the joint

autonomous driving algorithms for

innovation have achieved excellent

Low latency: The bottom-layer

different hardware configurations

results in KITTI 2D, 3D, and BEV tests.

hardware platform has a real-time

with a unified software architecture.

operating system, with efficient

Huawei believes that driverless

bottom-layer hardware and software

Huawei teamed up with Audi to

vehicles will bring huge benefits

integration optimization. It offers

carry out joint innovation on L4

to society. It has applied its

sub-10 us kernel scheduling latency

autonomous driving with the MDC

industry-leading chips, platform-

and sub 1-ms ROS internal node

solution, and the results were

level engineering capabilities, and

communication latency, which gives

encouraging. Tests with an Audi

complete development diagnostic

an overall E2E latency of 200 ms,

Q7 equipped with Huawei MDC in

tool-chain to create the MDC

improving safety over the industry

China were successful on dimly lit

solution, offering a true car brain.

average of 400 to 500 ms.

urban and rural roads at night under

Together with car manufacturers,

complex traffic conditions, including

Huawei will apply its AI capabilities

The Huawei MDC is also an open

unclear lane lines, and pedestrians,

to steer the advancement of

platform that offers components-as-

bicycles, and scooters crossing the

autonomous driving technology into

a-service, interface standardization,

road. It also successfully carried out

the fast lane.
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HiLens: The developer friendly
computer vision solution
With the impending confluence of 5G, AI, and AR/VR, text, voice, photos, images, and video
streaming will act as seemingly magical channels that connect the physical and the digital
worlds. But, the barriers to entry for AI are high – as is cost.
By Wei Lei, Zhao Shumin

Seeing clearly

I

is the fastest and most accurate

understand and predict; and also

channel for information acquisition

self-learn to better understand this

n Making Up the Mind, the

– we capture 80 percent of our

"unknown world". In turn, people

neuroscientist Chris Frith

information about the outside world

will be freed from vast amounts of

describes how our perception

through the eyes. Computer vision –

repetitive labor as machines do more

of the world is not direct, but

or vision AI – is to AI what sight is to

work for us.

instead relies on "unconscious

humans.

reasoning". Before we can perceive

46

High cost, high entry
barriers

an object, the brain must infer

We want to harness computer

what the object is based on the

vision as a window into a currently

information that reaches our senses.

unknown world, and thus provide

And this constitutes humans' most

industry equipment with intelligent

Vision AI is bringing intelligence to

important ability – the ability to

eyes. Equipment will be able to

a wealth of industries, including

predict and handle unexpected

simultaneously capture details, such

the automotive, public safety,

events. As part of this process, sight

as color, light, shape, and distance;

entertainment, logistics, healthcare,
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Visual perception:
Basic ability of the intelligent world
Cameras enable visibility in everything

Observe

Understand

Change

The digital world is looking
at all aspects of the physical worl

Text

Pictures Voice & images

and transportation domains, transforming

developing the product to get the greatest

the traditional industry landscape while

value at the lowest possible cost. In terms

creating new and mass use cases. These use

of cost, this would include the cost of

cases include drones, autonomous driving,

developing the intelligent system, the cost of

facial recognition gates, AR/VR, sorting

the hardware and software that support the

logistics parcels, cancer diagnosis, pathology

system, and maintenance and management

slides, and smart cities, among other

costs. Vendors would also need to focus on

"intelligent twins".

data security.

However, in the face of the massive demand

If developers want to deploy models to edge

for new vision AI use cases, we can't rely on

devices, they would also need to take into

algorithms alone.

account equipment specifications, including

Videos

Online, real-time
video streaming

In the face of
the massive
demand for
new vision AI
use cases, we
can't rely on
algorithms
alone.

specifications for chips (CPUs/GPUs), memory,
Suppose we wanted to develop an

network bandwidth, and stability. It’s

intelligent surveillance camera that could

extremely challenging to efficiently develop

be used during, for example, security check

high-quality inference cameras on extremely

areas, in shopping malls, or to check car

limited performance chips. First, it involves

number plates. This kind of camera would

the storage and pre-processing of raw data

eliminate a huge amount of simple and

collected by end devices. If massive amounts

repetitive manual labor and achieve massive

of data uploaded to the cloud consumes a

cost savings. Naturally, it would require an

lot of bandwidth, serious latency occurs in

intelligent system with a level of capability

service response.

that approaches human-level intelligence
to, say, recognize license plates and rapidly

Second, model training not only involves

respond to the inferred results.

algorithms and strong computing power
supported by hardware, but also the

For vendors, the biggest concern is

development of underlying components that
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Huawei’s AI, IoT,
and engineering
capabilities
have culminated
in HiLens – a
complete and
reliable onestop vision AI
application
development,
deployment,
and managed
service
platform for
developers,
enterprises,
and hardware
manufacturers.

support the deep learning framework and

Huawei has also released the HiLens

that handle system platform compatibility

camera with AI inference capabilities,

issues, which are both very complex.

which functions like a "smart eye" and was
designed for developers to develop vision

Third, it requires a focus on technology

applications that can be deployed on devices

as well as services. For example, how

and the cloud. The HiLens visual device

can we manage and maintain massive

integrates the Ascend 310 chip, which can

amounts of equipment and skills for using

process 100 frames per second and detect

this equipment? How should we deal with

faces in milliseconds. In addition, the built-

individual privacy and security issues?

in lightweight containers minimize the use
of resources and network bandwidth, and

This applies to AI application development

can be quickly downloaded and started.

in various industry scenarios. For individuals,

Skills generated on the HiLens development

groups, or enterprises, developing an

platform can be directly deployed to the

intelligent system is expensive and has

HiLens visual device, making testing much

high barriers to entry. This has become the

easier.

main challenge for quickly developing and
implementing vision AI applications.

The HiLens platform provides a Skill Market
that provides a range of preset skills for

HiLens helps implement AI
applications quickly

developers and enterprises covering, for

Huawei’s AI, IoT, and engineering capabilities

motion recognition, and speech recognition.

have culminated in HiLens – a complete

Developers can also release the skills they’ve

and reliable one-stop vision AI application

developed in the Skill Market for others to

development, deployment, and managed

buy and use.

example, connected vehicles and construction
sites, and applications like object detection,

service platform for developers, enterprises,
and hardware manufacturers. HiLens focuses

Huawei HiLens is a customizable and

on solving current development problems,

efficient vision application development

offering a variety of development methods

platform. In combination with the powerful

that integrate devices chips, and cloud, as

HiLens camera, it will lower entry barriers to

well as managed services with device-cloud

development through coordinated device-

synergy for vision hardware.

cloud management and integrated software
and hardware development solutions,

It reduces the entry barriers to development

and connect upstream and downstream

and helps users implement customized vision AI

enterprises through the HiLens Skill Market.

application development in multiple fields and
scenarios, including shopping malls, campuses,
homes, connected vehicles, transportation,
healthcare, and construction sites.
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A window for developers
As a general-purpose computer vision AI
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development platform, HiLens also

frameworks. As a result, developers

components with persistent and

includes Huawei Cloud's other

can use any development language

reliable device-cloud connections.

services, which are fully catered

and deep learning framework during

This gives the device decision-

to the developer experience in

development.

making capabilities in scenarios

terms of ease of use, reliability,

where connections are intermittent

development efficiency, privacy,

On the device side, HiLens provides

or where there are no connections

hardware adaptation, system

a set of unified Skill Framework

with the cloud, so that it remains

compatibility, and personalized

Python APIs that support different

synchronized when disconnected to

services. With HiLens, developers can

development languages and

the network.

maximize development efficiency,

development frameworks, for

model accuracy, and hardware

example, TensorFlow, MXNet, Caffe.

management efficiency.

The device side supports the HiAI
mobile computing architecture with

HiLens also encapsulates an

a built-in hardware acceleration

Developers only need to take four

underlying system platform

unit dedicated to NPUs. This

simple steps to customize a model

adaptation layer and automatically

offers about 50 times more

that meets the needs of a specific

adapts to the underlying chip

energy efficiency and 25 times

scenario:
•• Creating a model

through the HiAI Engine. This enables

better performance than CPU

seamless integration with the device,

processing. This means the open

•• Importing the model
•• Creating a function (device control

so that developers don't have to

source development board can

worry about underlying hardware

deliver strong AI computing power,

adaptation or system platform

hardware acceleration support, and

compatibility. Development is thus

powerful performance.

code)
•• Deploying the model

easier and more efficient.
The customized model can be

The device side is pre-installed with

deployed to any registered device in

For model training and inference,

a highly efficient, high-performance,

as little as 10 minutes. Developers

Huawei HiLens uses a unique

and optimized inference engine

can later upgrade or uninstall the

inference model that can be deployed

for deep learning, delivering an

skills of devices with one click via the

on devices and the cloud. The model

extra performance boost for model

HiLens Skill management platform.

performs preliminary data processing

training and inference.

and inference using the deployment
For model development, HiLens

environment and raw data unique

The future belongs to intelligence.

adopts a development approach

to each device. On the cloud side, it

Huawei will continue to explore AI

that integrates chips, devices, and

carries out online training based on

and foster a robust AI ecosystem.

the cloud. For development on

the personalized needs of the device.

Huawei hopes that HiLens will spark

the cloud side, ModelArts provides

This enables automated online

innovation and inspire developers

comprehensive AI computing

learning, updates the device, and

to develop imaginative skills that

infrastructure, including hardware

boosts model accuracy, making the

provide whole new experiences

infrastructure, and a development

camera smarter.

to help shape a fully connected,

environment that supports multiple
languages and deep learning

intelligent world.
HiLens also provides communications
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From kindling to energy:
Why Huawei does AI
By Wang Lingfeng, independent tech & finance reporter

I

t took thousands of years to get from

to. But the task of developing AI from a

making fire to the energy system we

technical theory into real-world application

have today. Coming up with a new

is relevant today – AI is very useful, but

technology isn’t easy, but moving from

how do we make use of it?

its origin to universal adoption is a long and
arduous journey. This was so in the case of

At HUAWEI CONNECT in October 2018,

technologies such as fire, the steam engine,

Huawei Rotating Chairman Eric Xu

oil, and computing.

announced Huawei's AI strategy and its fullstack, all-scenario AI portfolio. From 2019
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is no different.

onwards, Huawei will start to provide all-

When Turing proposed his AI hypothesis,

scenario AI deployment capabilities for public

he didn’t consider how it would be applied

cloud, private cloud, edge computing, IoT

in the world economy, nor did he need

industry devices, and consumer devices.

From kindling to energy: Why Huawei does AI / Media Insight

As far as we know, no other company has

ingredients. In the design, the system would

built such a comprehensive full-stack AI

use machine vision and data analysis to

solution. So why did Huawei feel the need

remind workers to add ingredients. The

to go through so much trouble to build a

factory found an algorithm vendor and the

system-wide AI architecture? What use is "full-

model that ran from the framework worked

stack, all-scenario"? And why aren't other

well. But as soon as the system was installed

companies rushing to get a head start in it?

and used in the factory, it failed to issue
warnings when it was supposed to, resulting

The answers to these questions touch on

in the considerable waste of raw materials.

the AI industry itself and the chain of logic
in Huawei's AI strategy.

This is a common problem. Today's machine
learning models are often test cases where

The logic is Huawei's but the story isn't

benchmarking isn’t a major issue. However,

just about Huawei. AI is like the wood-

when these models are deployed in real-world

drilling technique for making fire. From the

environments, they need to work in line with

first time a human ever used kindling for

bandwidth, computing power, hardware,

fire to the construction of a smart energy

latency tolerance, and other factors – and

industry, there were countless successive

are often exposed as inadequate as soon as

ferrymen to take us across the river on

they’re deployed. And with AI systems that are

many, many trips. They each had one job:

truly integrated into production lines, you’re

discover. And then the next one would

even more likely to see worse problems.

Today's
machine
learning
models are
often test
cases where
benchmarking
isn’t a major
issue.

jump the next hurdle.
There was also the case of an industrial

Today's AI problem:
Brilliant but difficult

monitoring system to a smart monitoring

Why does AI need a full-stack solution?

they’d first need to replace every camera

Because AI is the interactive logic between

in the park and then change all the utility

machines and the real world. Machines can

poles to specialist ones to supply power

see and hear, which is an important thing in

and a network connection.

park that wanted to upgrade its campus
system. But, the park managers discovered

any industry – this is why AI is so brilliant.
In another case, one factory’s management
So are all industries able to utilize

called for AI transformation and so its

machines' ability to see, hear, and think? It

technicians began to draw up designs. They

seems not.

discovered that their production system was
extremely complicated and they couldn’t find

Let's look at several real-world cases:

an AI solution suited to their vast IT system.
In the end, they just upgraded all the water

A rubber manufacturer wanted to build

dispensers in the factory to smart ones, which

an AI system to automatically monitor

caused them to be a laughing stock.
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environment that could meet the needs
of an industry-grade AI application,
the rubber plant could have smoothly
enhanced its production efficiency with AI.
If the industrial park had the capability to
construct an edge-computing AI processing
array, it wouldn’t have had to painstakingly
replace every utility pole. If the factory
could have built a private-cloud AI solution
according to the requirements of a large
enterprise, it could have achieved much
more than just passing off some new water
dispensers as an AI project.
The problem with the application of AI in
industry today is that the requirements are
complex but the available B2B solutions
tend to be homogenous. Some customers
need to go through the whole process
from development to training; some
require large-scale deployment of compute
power; and others want edge computing
These companies wanted to use AI, but they

AI capabilities. So given the ever-changing

were blocked by the fact that their AI solutions

enterprise and industry needs, the

only existed on paper. A viable solution

conclusion we’ve worked back to is: AI

requires innovation in basic technology but

supply must be full-stack.

more importantly, it needs a technological
system suited to industrial AI applications, so

This is why Huawei has built a full-

that companies of all sizes can obtain their

stack AI architecture covering chipsets,

own entrance tickets to the AI game.

the framework, the edge, and devices.
Customers can use Huawei's AI services

This is where full-stack, all-scenario

in different product forms and technical

comes in.

systems based on their own needs. They
can choose the combination of technologies

Working back from the
outcome: What AI needs,
Huawei does

they need to achieve integrated, automated,
multi-level, and precise deployment of AI
models, be it to coordinate complex user
environments, optimize cross-technology/
tier model collaboration, or deploy AI based

With the computing power and a training
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on cloud-edge-device synergy. By leveraging
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full-stack architecture you can carry out

to build. But for Huawei there's nothing

flexible splitting and reconfiguration for

too complex about neural network chips.

all these scenarios, supporting different

The main challenge lies in chip design

user requirements. This is the all-scenario

and technology, and Huawei has built up

capability that Huawei's AI system

precisely these capabilities through its

emphasizes.

various chip designs over the years.

For AI to move beyond theoretical papers

In another example, algorithm companies

and frameworks into the real world, a

often experience a pain point in cloud-device

full-stack full-scenario AI solution appears

integration when building full-stack AI. The

to be a necessary link. So the logic is

deployment of edge computing devices,

very simple. Huawei will build solutions

stations, and IoT devices for AI systems is

targeting the most prominent problem

their kryptonite. But Huawei happens to have

facing AI.

strengths in deploying multiple cloud, device,

Full-stack
AI requires
competency in
many complex
technologies
and industry
coordination.

and edge IT products.
So the next question is: Don't other
companies understand the importance of

Full-stack AI requires competency in

full-stack, all-scenario AI? Why is Huawei the

many complex technologies and industry

only one to have built a complete solution?

coordination. Here, Huawei will be
able to harness its long-established ICT

Why is Huawei the only
company with a full-stack
solution?

industry strengths to build capabilities in
AI solutions and product channels. The
principle is the same when playing a piece
in Go. If you have sufficient well-positioned
pieces early in the game, you’ll have the

The answer is that Huawei's AI solution is

advantage later on.

based on Huawei systems and is positioned
to meet Huawei's requirements.

Where Huawei's AI architecture fits is even
more natural. Huawei Rotating Chairman

Here's the thing: Only Huawei is in a

Eric Xu once said that it wouldn't matter if

position where it doesn’t need to make

no one used Huawei's AI solution because

that much of an effort to embrace AI

it would be okay if it were just used by

or worry too much about the future

Huawei internally. Huawei has already

AI market. As Huawei's Chief Strategy

been applying AI in its public cloud services

Architect Dang Wenshuan, puts it, “For

and consumer devices. So with these two

Huawei every layer of the AI architecture

foundations in place, Huawei doesn’t need

comes naturally.”

to be too concerned with the commercial
issues of full-stack AI. Heavy investment in

Take AI chips for instance. These are

AI is a good fit with Huawei's fundamental

considered the most difficult component

interests.
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Full-stack, allscenario AI
systems will
enable service
enterprises
to cultivate
sufficient
technological
flexibility and
openness so
that customers
can grow in the
future.

Red alert for the future: Why
can't Huawei "shirk" on AI?

companies fear that technology for service

If Huawei didn't have an AI strategy,

problem that Huawei must find a complete

launch a full-stack AI architecture, or

answer to in one shot.

providers is difficult to upgrade. Therefore,
a complete AI architecture has become a

shirked on its technology investment a
little, what would happen?

The two previous AI winters in history came
about due to implementation issues. And

Perhaps this is a question companies working

no one wants to see a repeat.

in enterprise services must ask themselves
today: In the face of an uncertain future, do

The logical relationship between Huawei

we dare miss out on AI?

and AI can be summarized as follows:

First of all, for a company like Huawei,

In the past, AI industry development left

losing AI would be equivalent to losing

problems behind that needed solving.

vast service requirements in the future.

Alongside, market opportunities, Huawei
realized that it must build full-stack AI.

Industry AI requirements are a vast

Now, the full-stack AI system, including

proposition, covering government, social

chipsets, frameworks, and cloud-edge-

infrastructure, operators, enterprises, and

device has developed naturally thanks

research institutions. And they’re closely

to Huawei's industry deployment and

related to consumer devices. As customer

investment in technology.

demand for AI continues to grow, not
offering AI would be equivalent to kissing

In the future, facing the pressures and

future market growth goodbye, and would

responsibilities of the unknown, Huawei

increase the risk of being eliminated in

will need to make AI a core part of its

the enterprise market. The best way to

strategy – the technological systems it

withstand future risks is to first develop an

develops should comprise optimal solutions

AI strategy.

based on problem awareness and strategic
anticipation.

So if Huawei wants to offer AI, producing
a full-stack solution sooner rather than

When dealing with AI, perhaps all

later is the best thing for customer

companies should base their choices on a

systems.

similar logic. We have seen the fire after
all. If we take a step forward, we may gain

Full-stack, all-scenario AI systems will

an energy source we can continue to use

enable service enterprises to cultivate

forever. If we take a step back, we'll be left

sufficient technological flexibility and

with ashes.

openness so that customers can grow in
the future. On the road to intelligence,
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